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Architects Find Their Dream Client, in China

China Boom Benefiting Smaller U.S. Architecture Firms

A rendering of Bending Paths, a villa designed by a Seattle architect for a Shanghai developer.

By LAWRENCE W. CHEEK
BUILDING THE AMERICAN DREAM

IN CHINA

FOR YOUNG ARCHITECTS WHO'D RATHER NOT WAIT ON TABLES, THERE IS STILL A PLACE TO GO.
BY BROOK LARIMER

PHOTOGRAPH BY MATTHEW NIEDERHAUSER
Daniel Ollan at the unfinished Wood Sculpture Museum in Harbin, China.
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Instructor: William Thomson, PhD

a mixed-methods exploration into the construction and design of our everyday environments

readings and projects will focus on the commodities, systems, built infrastructures, and visual messages that give shape to the human-made world

syllabus and info:
www.designanthro.com
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